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Introduction
cause abuse to happen, they can not stop the abuse. However, there are things they can do to stay
safer when an abusive person puts them in danger. The act of planning for safety helps survivors think

down on paper. Some safety plans can be very simple and have just a few things in it, while others can

plan template with local resources for support and safety.

Training

violence agency, call: Rose Brooks Center at 816-523-5550 or MOCSA at 816-931-4527.

About the Authors

research and training, and technical assistance for people, agencies, and the community.
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“To change the mindset in the Kansas City metropolitan area resulting in a
sustained collaborative response that provides culturally competent, respectful,
accessible, empowerment based services to women with disabilities who are
victims/survivors of violence.”

Development of the Advocate Guide

focuses work in the three following areas.
1.
Developing universal design policies and procedures that promote universal design and

providers

7

This Advocate Guide to Safety Planning was developed as part of the second strategic plan focus area. The
process of developing the Guide followed a series of steps to ensure the involvement across agencies and

We conducted cross training among work group members including an overview of safety planning

recommended revisions.
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Beliefs & Values

Empowerment

People First
disability, and it describes what a person
has, not who a person is. The basic idea
is to replace, e.g., “disabled people” with
with “people who are deaf” or “individuals

access to community services, and helping plan
for future safety.
sexual violence must encourage and respect the
choices the survivor makes. This philosophy is
communicated by advocates to survivors through
these key messages:

Further, the concept favors the use of
“having” rather than “being”, e.g. “she
has a learning disability” instead of “she is
learning-disabled”.

You have the right to make your own

Gender neutral
language may seem unnecessary to some
writers or speakers, but it is another
way to make sure that all language and

You deserve our understanding, concrete

gender neutral language that does not

make changes.

used in order that people will not think a

Communication
Talking to an individual with a disability is, for
the most part, like talking to anyone else. No one
wants to be talked at, talked down to, or spend
them because the speaker is using language that
cannot be easily understood by all. Being open to
ing and listening. What follows is a list of sugges-

and does not relate to them.

many words as are necessary. It is language
that avoids obscurity, jargon, overly
large words, and complicated sentence

their audience concentrate on the message
instead of being distracted by complicated
language. They make sure that their
audience understands the message easily.

9

: Most
importantly, be aware that not every
survivor will use the word abuser or

Consent

and sexual violence have the right to decide
consistent with the words you use to
who has perpetrated the crime. Make
sure those words are understood by the
survivor.

services or law enforcement should be theirs to
make.

People communicate in
many ways besides verbally. Such means

abuse. If this is the case, inform survivors of

speak
need to slow your pace down to give the

However, agency policy or professional licensure

Use What a Survivor Already
Knows
A survivor probably knows more about planning

individual to repeat themselves, or to slow
their pace down so you may understand
and that is perfectly acceptable.

Safety is Paramount
Safety must be the fundamental guiding principle
and sexual violence. The risks a survivor faces
when seeking help must be taken into account.
The reality is that the risk of danger is greater
for survivors if interviews are not based on safety

takes a lot of skill and resourcefulness. Find out
what has and has not helped the survivor in the
past. Incorporate those strategies with strategies
in this guide.
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Dynamics
of Domestic & Sexual Violence
for Persons with Disabilities

There are many words to describe someone who

Prevalence of Violence Against
Persons with Disabilities

purposes of this guide, the word

face increased risks for violence compared to

is used.

violence apply to the safety planning strategies.

and they are at greater risk for repeat
More than one-fourth of persons with
for this document includes spouses, partners,
boyfriends, girlfriends, as well as family members,

of a violent crime in the past year--a rate

persons who provide care.

A study found that 53% of women with
The vast majority--97% of abusers-intellectual disability. Of those, 32% were

is any sexual act, up to and

Power and Control Dynamics

perceive them as more isolated and more easily
assume these survivors would not report the
violence to others or may not be believed, even
if this is not true. Some abusers use power and

Becoming a relied-upon, or primary
caregiver before the assault and then

what is coming.
Threatening, injuring or scaring away the
service animal.
Giving drugs without person’s knowledge,
or less than what has prescribed.
Claiming the injuries were related
somehow to the disability.
troubles through coercion, threats or force.
Taking advantage of the lack of access to

o Taking advantage of caregiver privilegehave been taught to comply with
court even if she/he does report.

o Providing care in a way that accentuates
the person’s dependency and

Historically, the sexual rights of people with

boundaries of the person over a period of

procedures that violate basic rights to privacy
and sexual expression were commonplace.
Now, with the self-advocacy movement, things

Taking advantage of the person’s lack of
a way to increase barriers to independence
and daily living or ability to call for help.

everyone else when it comes to sexuality. As
an advocate, it may be important to address
the issue of guilt with some survivors who

abuse.

and to retaliate, frighten or punish.

Safety Risks and Barriers for
Victims of Domestic Violence
violence face many challenges and safety risks
whether they decide to stay, leave or return

Religious and cultural beliefs
Survivor’s job to “keep the family together”

stay keeps survivors and their children safer. It

Safety Risks and Barriers for
Victims of Sexual Violence
being abused does not leave. Fear is one of the
most compelling reasons for staying.

Reasons for staying may include:
o 3 out of 4 females murdered by their

Increased risk of PTSD, depression, suicide
of job
move
beliefs survivors may not disclose violence

o A woman’s risk of being killed goes up
Past violence has taught the person that

Additional Safety Risks and
Barriers for Survivors with
Disabilities

Fear children may be harmed if abuser gets
Fear family and friends will be hurt or killed

for disability from service providers and
shelters

Along with the safety risks, survivors experience a
wide range of challenges and barriers to seeking
leaving
my own”
and/or personal property

Service providers do not believe reports of
abuse
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When & How to Use a Safety Plan

Topics
When to Use a Safety Plan
Basic Strategies
4
5
6
7
8
9

Accessibility of Community Resources
Safety and Technology
Assessing Danger
Thinking It Through

3.1: When to Use a Safety Plan
Safety plans can be used for a variety of

safety.

with a person who is abusive.

person.
have sex or do something sexual when they
don’t want to.

between the person and providers who can
monitor medicines and can understand the
person’s safety planning needs.
Think through possible barriers if

The use of hearing privilege, how does it
impact survivors with hearing impairment
or Deaf survivors?
Advise ways the survivor can use
abuser can use technology against the
risks when using e-mail, text messaging,
cell phones, etc.

3.2: Basic Strategies
register with the 911 call center to share

for the individual: Has he/she called 911
before? What was the experience like?
What has worked in the past?

consider involving case workers, support

3.3: Assessing Needs
for Accommodation and
Accessibility
It may not be apparent that the survivor has a
disability. Rather than asking directly whether
-

amples include:
Do you have any physical health, mental
health or medical needs that you would
like us to know about? If yes, what kinds of

planning process.
use a safety plan created for persons with dissurvivor’s personal history and abuse
chronology. Make sure this person is willing
to help the survivor in a crisis.

3.4: Accessibility of Community
Resources
survivor access to community resources. It is
important to become familiar with community
increase awareness of available resources and
eligibility guidelines. Knowing in advance which

3.5: Limits of the Safety Plan
No one has control over another person’s
violence. A safety plan can help a survivor think
ahead about what to do when facing danger.
There is no right or wrong way to plan for safety.
although some survivors may choose to have
on a regular basis to make changes as needed.
Most safety plans include other people or

goes beyond physical access. Consider how
related to:
Documents

survivor may want to include a trusted friend,
of sharing the plan with others:

Service animals
Medical care
accommodate survivor

with both the survivor and the person who
is being abusive?
Are they mandated to report abuse to
does the survivor want this to happen?
Will the person try to persuade the
survivor to do something that could
leaving the home, going to shelter,

3.6: Safety and Technology
With ever-changing technology, advocates
need to stay informed about ways technology
can be harmful or helpful for survivors. The

: remote
controls, TTY machines, screen readers,
talking clocks, key chain voice recorders to help
with memory

lives. Knowing that these devices provide the
survivor with independence and linkages to the
community, abusers may limit the survivor’s
access to, tamper with, disable, or destroy
Prevent success in work or school, create
increased barriers to independence and
daily living

Retaliate, frighten or punish

how to safeguard these devices. Recommended
recommended by Safety Net:
1. Take steps to increase safer use of
technology in your own agency.
2.
accessible.
3. Talk to survivors about safer use of
technology.
4.
that is included in safety plan.
5.
available to survivors.

or service used to increase, maintain, or
improve accessibility
Technologies that decrease or remove
systemic barriers
control his/her environment via touch
screens, headgear, voice, and switches
Devices to support accessibility, autonomy,

3.7: Assessing Danger
Research tells us that while we cannot
predict what is going to happen in an abusive

3.8: Thinking it Through - Help
Ahead
A survivor does not want to wait for an
emergency to ask for help. It is a good idea for

level of danger using these strategies:
Have the survivor use a calendar to
severity of abuse. Conclusions made
by survivors on their own are more
persuasive.
Use the power and control wheel to assist

medical and personal care needs and items
needed for daily living.

from the survivor to help safety plan.
Use a Danger Assessment tool to measure

o Stalking
o A gun is present in the house

Describe what safety looks and feels like
for you. Where/when do you not feel safe?
What are your safety worries right now?
What are your safety worries for the
future?
What is your biggest concern/worry about

violence in the last year
o Abuser has threatened to kill
o Survivor believes abuser could kill
o Abuser is violent outside of house
o Abuser is drunk everyday
o Abuser beat survivor during pregnancy

Do you have a safe place to stay?
Who are the people that support you? Is it
your family, caregiver, friend, co-workers.
What have you already done to plan for
your safety?
What has not worked to stay safe? How
has your abuser hurt you when you when
you tried to stay safe in the past?
Where has your abuser tried to scare,
threaten or hurt you? Home, work, school,

3.9: Evaluate Options
In the past, how has your abuser tracked
your whereabouts and plans to leave?
technology, family or friends, caregivers or
What is your greatest concern about going
to a shelter or other safe place?
o Threats from abuser if survivor has
tried to leave in the past
o Barriers to leaving created by abuser
o Physical accessibility of the shelter or
other safe place
o Personal care assistance- will the
shelter allow me to have my personal

What is your greatest concern about going
to shelter or other safe place?

Only the survivor can judge who it’s safe to
tell about the abuse and who to ask for help.
respond to those who have been abused in
ways that aren’t helpful, even when they mean
well. On the other hand, a survivor might feel
comfortable asking for help from someone they
know. It’s his/her decision. The important thing
might be willing and able to help. Making a list of
plan or other secure place will provide easy
reference.
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Safety Plan Template

GETTING STARTED

Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes
-

-

dividual feel safe can be a good
way to start the dialogue. It
might bring to mind a place/person the individual can get help.
someone who abuses another
person. Try to refer to that person by their name.
the abuse occurs can help
understand the ways in which
safety needs to be addressed.
present is helpful. Maybe he/she
has mobility challenges or the
abuser provides PCA services
giving them easier access.

SAFETY DURING A VIOLENT INCIDENT
Keeping safe may not always be possible. However there are some things that you can discuss with an
individual to help him/her be as safe as possible. It may be helpful to discuss the abuser’s behavior in

Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate
always pick up on the social cues
that let them know someone is
it will be important for you to
help him/her understand what
warning signs might be that his/

the layout of their home as well
as other surroundings where the
abuse occurs. Where are the
exits and open areas?

-

useful if you are helping to also
support. Who are their friends,
neighbors or co-workers? How
can those individuals help to get
to a safe place?
pendence on mobility aides and
-

taken away?

Notes

Considerations as the
Advocate
A phone can be tucked in a pocket or the side a wheel-

Notes

the abuser does not become aware of the telephone. 911 &
other safety numbers can be programmed into speed dial for
easier use.

gest a cordless telephone where a call to 911 can be traced and
assistance will normally be sent regardless of verbal communi-

safety. For example, a “baby crying” monitor alarm makes a
sage on a tape recorder that is kept by the phone could be used
when he/she calls 911.

Checklist
I will stay away from the kitchen and bathroom areas and other closed spaces
I will get out of my house or place of work by ___________________________________________
I will try and calm things down by____________________________________________________
I will inform ____________________if there are guns, knives or other weapons in my home.
I will keep a cell phone with me
The person I can call if I need help is
I will contact them by _______________________________________________________________
tape recorder next to phone if I need to call for help.

SAFETY AT HOME
them with the tools necessary to feel more at ease in his/her own home. Assist them to consider all
Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

individual can get help from a
neighbor, friend, police etc. This
may mean programming 911
into his/her home phone. It
can also mean that he/she may
need to come up with a code
word to use with a neighbor to
alert them that he/she needs
be used with children to signify

needs of the individual, especonsider the means the abuser
may have access to the individual. He/she may have access to
many aspects of the individual’s
-

the people that he/she trusts
and why might they be fearful to
lives and his/her guardianship
into the safety planning.

Checklist
noises coming from my house.
I will program emergency numbers into my phone.
If I have to leave my home, I will go to ___________________.

If ________________and I are not living together:
I can have the locks changed on my doors and windows or ask my landlord to change locks.
I can have wooden doors replaced with metal ones.
doors, etc.
I can have _____________________ check in on me every ________________________.
I can ____________________________________ to increase my mobility.
I can provide my onsite property manager, the people I live with, and/or trusted neighbors with a

If I live in a group home:
I can stay in open areas when the abuser is working or around.
I can lock my door at night.

SAFETY WHEN LEAVING

Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate
inconvenient, so planning is
important.
How will needs be met if he/she
leaves? What are the absolute
for him/her upon leaving?
everyone. Keep in mind that
or why they take them. In leaving, it’s important to be able to
why they need them & where
openly at home it may be important to create a code word for
use with family or friends that
may help them to leave.

TIP:

Notes

Checklist- I have made the following arrangements for support I will require when I
leave and go to a safe place:
Accessibility for a mobility device like a wheel chair, scooter, etc

I have a safe place I can go. It is_____________________________________
I will get to my safe place by _________________________________________
need. The number to the shelter is___________________
If my payee is my abuser and I am my own guardian I will contact the Social Security Administra1-800-772-1213 and TTY 1-800-325-0778.
I will leave extra money, clothes, keys, or other important items with ______________________

If it’s not safe to talk openly, I will use ________________________ as the code word or signal to
my children that we are leaving or to my family or friends that we are coming.
If I am preparing to leave, it may be helpful to have the following items stored together
or at a safe place. If it is not safe to do this, almost all of these items are replaceable.

Contact info of medical/support personnel
My and my children’s Social Security cards
Divorce and custody papers

Contact list of medical providers, home health

Public assistance ID/Medicaid cards
Passports, green cards, work permits

Clothing for self and children
Keys for house, car, work

Money, checkbook, debit/credit cards
Car, mortgage or other bill payment book

Supplies for service animals
Children’s toys, security blankets, etc.

SAFETY AT WORK or SCHOOL
Depending on the individual’s circumstances it may be necessary to talk about his/her safety outside of

Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

sible about the individual’s work
to understand if and when they
are vulnerable. Assist in problem solving who can help them
if their abuser comes to his/her
place of work/school.

schedule would be helpful so
is varied and less predictable.
to enter and exit his/her work
safely. Using public transportamake them more vulnerable,
especially if there is distance between the bus stop and home.

Checklist
I can ask that someone screen my calls and visitors at work.
When leaving work, I can ____________________________________.
If there’s trouble when traveling to and from work, I can _______________________
that everyone knows what to do in case of danger.
If possible, I will work with my boss to vary my work schedule.

SAFETY IN PUBLIC or IF BEING STALKED
people, however, stalking and being abused in public does occur. It may be important to talk about
what stalking is and provide some examples of what that behavior might look like.
Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

- threatened or being followed to
-

it. Consider ways to keep their
comings and goings private.
who may not keep that type of

Checklist
of a friend, a shelter, a sexual violence service agency, local churches or other public areas.

or tell them what my abuser looks like and any possible cars/trucks he/she may drive. I can ask
them to call the police if they believe my children or I are in danger.
When I am out of the house, I will try not to travel alone and will try to stay in public areas.
I can add another phone line or email address. That way____________will not know I have
changed my number/email. I will give the new number/email only to people I want to have it. I will
let calls/emails to the old contact go straight to voicemail. I will either delete the stalker’s messages
or use them as evidence in court.

SAFETY WITH AN ORDER OF PROTECTION

Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

if the individual gets an Order of
idea to keep a copy of it someget copy if something happened
much unless it is enforced. This
So do not rely on the Order of
ing someone safe.

-

If he/she visits friends/family in another town, must he/
she have the OOP on him/her
or does it need to be registered
with the local law enforcement
agency?

Checklist
where I visit friends and family.

SAFETY AND CHILDREN
the safety plan also includes the childrens’ needs for safety.
Questions to Ask

Notes

OR

Checklist
I can teach my children what to do in case of danger.
I can teach my children how to make a call to a safe person if they are concerned about safety.
departments and how to contact a safe neighbor for help. I will make sure they know our address.
I can tell my family/friends who have permission to pick up my children and make sure caretakers

as emergency numbers.

SAFETY AND COMPUTERS, PHONES AND COMMUNICATION
Advances in technology allow us to communicate instantly and gain access to a world of knowledge at
technology as a means of increasing their access to a wide range of social and physical supports can be
Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate
-

Notes

he/she uses.
abuser may limit his/her access to,
tamper with, disable or destroy com-

-

-

increased barriers to independence

-

-

police, counselors, advocates, family,

unless they have explicit permission.

Checklist
I can ask someone familiar with technology or violence about how ____________may monitor me.
I will use a computer that my partner doesn’t have access to when I look for help, a new place to

when including me on e-mail.
When making/receiving private calls, I will not use a cell phone I share with my partner because he/
she may have access to track my whereabouts. A local shelter may have a cell phone I can use.

SAFETY AND MY FEELINGS
Acknowledging that an individual who has been abused or sexually assaulted will live daily with a
variety of feelings is extremely important to the well being of the individual. These may range from
anger to depression and everything in between.
Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

what to do when he/she is
scared
the abuser is
out of his/her life. When his/her
safety is no longer threatened,
things like fear, doubt, even
feelings, acknowledging them,
with, and ways for him/her to
feel safe is important.

Checklist
_______________________ before I make a decision.
If I can’t return to my home, I will go to ______________________________________________.
If I am having memories of the abuse I can _____________________________________________.
violence/sexual violence hotline ____________________________.

I

________________________
____________________________________________________________________.

IN CLOSING
working with can state his/her plan and assist them in making a decision as to whether or not they will
take a copy of their plan or not.
Questions to Ask

Considerations as the
Advocate

Notes

view the key points of the plan.
do for the individual clearly state
what you will follow up on as
well as what he/she will do.
-

the individual can tell you what

Emergency Contact Info
Name ___________________________________ Phone Number ____________________
Name ___________________________________ Phone Number ____________________
Name ___________________________________ Phone Number ____________________
Name ___________________________________ Phone Number ____________________

Resources: National
ADA

Communicating with and about People with Disabilities

People First Language

Power and Control Wheels for Survivors with Disabilities and Deaf Survivors

SAMHSA’s National Center for Trauma Informed Care

Trauma Informed Services and Care

Universal Design/Inclusive Environments

Violence against Women with Disabilities

For information on funding for these issues:

Resources: Local
Developmental Disability Support Services:
Phone: 816.363.2000
Disability Information:
Phone: 816.235.1770
TTY: 800.452.1185
Domestic Violence
Rose Brooks Center

Sexual Violence:

Vision Rehabilitation Services:
Phone: 816.421.5848

Glossary
building with now steps at the entrance or a ramp is accessible to a person who uses a
wheelchair.
-

-

ner as other people.

-

-

-

survivors.

-

Having the right to make your own choices and having the ability to act
on those choices.

-

-

describes what a person has, not who a person is. The basic idea is to replace, e.g., “dis-

ing” rather than “being”, e.g. “she has a learning disability” instead of “she is learningdisabled”.

-

In order that a person with a disability may live indepen-

-

empowerment-based tool designed to help survivors plan for their physical and emoguided or completed with the assistance of an advocate.
is any sexual act without a persons’ consent up to and including rape.
Sexual assault is an umbrella term and can include: unwanted touching/fondling, oral,
who is unconscious or physically powerless, who may not be capable of giving consent

is a legal term for repeated harassment and other types of invasion of a perfriends. These behaviors can be conducted in person, through a third party, or over the
risk of psychological trauma and physical harm. A stalker can be a stranger or someone

knowledge about the trauma such as prevalence, impact, and recovery in all aspects of

stalking and has lived through it.

-
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#1,-/&%=4/6&?::=42+56&"1.;-2>:=2&'4=:+%:-=2&?/,=%1%5&&+4,-%+.&
414+2&!-::+4+46&'4-,1:+&?::=42+56&#-.1 -'-:5&?/,=%1%5&
5-225&"14+6&)412.-:-=21'&<=3.-2>&'4=>41#&!121>+46&6+/&7+>-22-2>.&
!=4&71::+4+/&"=#+2&12/&:;+-4&*;-'/4+2&
%+->;&61%;#12&<=!;+-#+46&#-.1 -'-:5&'4=*+%:&*=+*==4/-21:=46&
"1.;-2>:=2&&:1:+&*=1'-:-=2&?>1-2.:&#=#+.:-%&(-='+2%+&
&
&
);-.&)4=*+%:&/1.&.3))=4:+/& 5&!32/-2>&!4=#&:;+&"1.;-2>:=2&&:1:+&
#+)14:#+2:&=!&&=%-1'&12/&<+1':;&&+4,-%+.6&*;-'/4+2$.&?/#-2-.:41:-=26&
#-,-.-=2&=!&'4=>41#&12/&'='-%5-&'=-2:.&=!&,-+/&-2&:;-.&/=%3#+2:&14+&
:;=.+&=!&:;+&13:;=4&12/&/=&2=:&2+%+..14-'5&4+)4+.+2:&:;+&=!!-%-1'&
)=.-:-=2&=4&)='-%-+.&=!&:;+&"1.;-2>:=2&&:1:+&#+)14:#+2:&=!&&=%-1'&12/&
<+1':;&&+4,-%+.-&
&
);-.&)4=*+%:&/1.&.3))=4:+/& 5&5412:&6=-&7887+2"+788889&1/14/+/& 5&
:;+&(-='+2%+&?>1-2.:&"=#+2&"!!-%+6&"!!-%+&=!&03.:-%+&'4=>41#.6&:-&&-&
#+)14:#+2:&=!&03.:-%+-&'=-2:.&=!&,-+/&-2&:;-.&/=%3#+2:&14+&:;=.+&=!&:;+&
13:;=4&12/&/=&2=:&2+%+..14-'5&4+)4+.+2:&:;+&=!!-%-1'&)=.-:-=2&=4&)='-%-+.&
=!&:;+&:-&-&#+)14:#+2:&=!&03.:-%+-&
&

'+4#-..-=2&:=&4+)4=/3%+&125&)=4:-=2&=!&:;-.&>3-/+&-.&>412:+/6&=2&:;+&
%=2/-:-=2&:;1:&:;+&"1.;-2>:=2&&:1:+&*=1'-:-=2&?>1-2.:&#=#+.:-%&
(-='+2%+&12/&13:;=4&*1:;5&<==>&14+&%4+/-:+/-&

09=<;!($9 969;!98!"'(< %!(;'88#8>!(9$!/9?<! #6!2#9;<86<!
2#6 #?!!:# )!/#!'*#;# #<!!
!
);+&>=1'&=!&:;-.&)4=:=%='&12/&4+%=##+2/+/&)='-%-+.&-.&:=&.3))=4:&
/=#+.:-%&,-='+2%+&1>+2%-+.;&&
• :=&.:4+2>:;+2&12/&-2%4+1.+&:;+-4&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.+4,-%+.&:=&
)+=)'+&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&12/6&
• :=&1/,12%+&.+'!+/+:+4#-21:-=2&!=4&)+=)'+&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.& 5&
=!!+4-2>&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&:;1:&-.&%=>2-<12:&=!&+2,-4=2#+2:1'&12/&
.=%-1'& 144-+4.-&&
&
7+%13.+&:;-.&)4=:=%='& 3-'/.&=2&+,-.:-2>&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.2=/'+/>+&=!&
/=#+.:-%&,-='+2%+&)4=>41#.6& 1.-%&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.:41:+>-+.&/-''&2=:&
+&4+,-+/+/&-2&:;-.&/=%3#+2:-&);-.&)4=:=%='&.++..&:=&.:4+2>:;+2&
/=#+.:-%&,-='+2%+&1/,=%1:+.$&..-''.&-2&-/+2:-!5-2>& 144-+4.&:=&.1!+:5&!=4&
.34,-,=4.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&&1#)'+&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&=3+.:-=2.&14+&
)4=,-/+/&:;1:&#15&;+')&1/,=%1:+.& 3-'/&:43.:&/-:;&1&.34,-,=4&12/&>1-2&
1&/+:1-'+/&32/+4.:12/-2>&=!&:;+&/15.&12&1 3.+4&%12&3.+&1&/-.1 -'-:5&
1>1-2.:&1&.34,-,=4-&&34,-,=4.&!1%+&%=#)'+,&%;=-%+.& +%13.+&=!&:;+&4+1'&
.=%-+:1'&'-#-:1:-=2.&:=&;=3.-2>6&+#)'=5#+2:6&:412.)=4:1:-=2&12/& -1.&
1>1-2.:&.34,-,=4.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&&34,-,=4.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&!1%+&
144-+4.&:=&.+4,-%+.6&.=%-+:1'&/-.%4-#-21:-=26&12/&4-...&!4=#&:;+-4&
1 3.+4>&:;+4+!=4+6&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.:41:+>-+.&.;=3'/&1..&1 =3:&1''&
:;+.+&+'+#+2:.&12/&-:.&%=#)=32/-2>&-#)1%:&=2&:;+&.34,-,=4-&
&
(+,-+/&:;+&!=''=/-2>&)4=:=%='&12/&+,1#-2+&5=34&1>+2%5$.&%344+2:&
.1!+:5&)'122-2>&)41%:-%+.&:=&/+,-.+&1&)'12&!=4&-#)4=,-2>&5=34&1>+2%5$.&
.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.+4,-%+.&!=4&.34,-,=4.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&*=2.-/+4&
-2:+>41:-2>&:;+&.1#)'+&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&=3+.:-=2.&0.++&)>-&?1&-2:=&5=34&
1>+2%5$.&4=3:-2+&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&1%:-,-:-+.&12/&!=4#.-&&
&
!
"#$%&'()$*&#!
&
"2+&=!&!-,+&/=#+2&-.&'-#-:+/&-2&1&#1*=4&'-!+&1%:-,-:5& 5&1&/-.1 -'-:56&12/&
=2+&-2&:+2&;1,+&1&.+4-=3.&/-.1 -'-:56&1%%=4/-2>&:=&:;+&:-&&-&*+2.3.9&
?':;=3>;&%=2!'-%:-2>&-2!=4#1:-=2&+,-.:.6&%344+2:&4+.+14%;7&'+1/.&3.&:=&
+'-+,+&:;1:&:;+&-2%-/+2%+&41:+&=!&/=#+.:-%&,-='+2%+&1>1-2.:&/=#+2&
1

+,-%*).#/!0*$1!2*/.3*4*$*-/5!67789& 5&01%.&!%6+-'6&:-&-&*+2.3.&734+136&*344+2:&
'=)3'1:-=2&(+)=4:.&'?8+?@6&"1.;-2>:=26&#-*-6&!14%;&7889&04+,-.+/&?3>3.:&78871-&
&7
&A(-='+2%+&?>1-2.:&"=#+2&/-:;&#-.1 -'-:-+.B6&1&/;-:+&)1)+4&!=4&:;+&%=2!+4+2%+&
:%-;-#$*#<!.#'!"#$-%;-#*#<!0*$1!=*&4-#)-!+<.*#/$!>1*4'%-#!.#'!+'(4$/!0*$1!
2*/.3*4*$*-/6&!15&7887-&'4+)14+/& 5&!14>14+:&?&6=.+.6&';-#6&(=.+#145&7&<3>;+.6&
';-#6&<+1:;+4&7&)15'=46&';-#6&12/&*14='&<=/'12/-&

/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&-.&1 =3:&:;+&.1#+&1.&125&=:;+4&>4=3)&=!&/=#+26&5+:&
,-%:-#.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&14+&#=4+&'-.+'5&:=&.:15&'=2>+4&-2&12&1 3.-,+&
.-:31:-=2&12/&;1,+&!+/+4&=):-=2.&!=4&.1!+:5&/3+&:=&.5.:+#-%&12/&
);5.-%1'& 144-+4.&-2&:;+&%=##32-:5-&C2&1&4+%+2:&734+13&=!&03.:-%+&
&)+%-1'&(+)=4:6&!+#1'+.&/-:;&1&/-.1 -'-:5&;1/&1&;->;+4&,-%:-#-<1:-=2&41:+&
:;12&#1'+.&/-:;&1&/-.1 -'-:5&12/6&#1'+.&;1/&1&;->;+4&41:+&:;12&!+#1'+.&
1#=2>&:;=.+&/-:;=3:&1&/-.1 -'-:5-@&
&
);+&?#+4-%12.&/-:;&#-.1 -'-:-+.&?%:&/1.&+21%:+/&-2&9DD96&12/&#125&
1/3':.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&;1,+&;1/&1&'-!+:-#+&=!&2+>1:-,+&+2%=32:+4.&/-:;&
.=%-1'&.+4,-%+&12/&%4-#-21'&*3.:-%+&.5.:+#.-&?.&1&4+.3':&=!&)4-=4&
-2+!!+%:-,+&4+#+/-+.&12/&;14#!3'&%=2.+=3+2%+.6&.34,-,=4.&#15& +&
;+.-:12:&:=&3.+&.5.:+#.&12/&4+.=34%+.&1.&1&)14:&=!&.1!+:5&)'122-2>-&
&34,-,=4.&#15&;1,+&1&!+14&=!& +%=#-2>&-2.:-:3:-=21'-<+/&-2&1&234.-2>&
;=#+&=4&4+;1 -'-:1:-=2&%+2:+46&=4&=:;+4&'=..&=!&.+'!+13:=2=#56&-!&1 3.+&
-.&/-.%'=.+/&:=&.5.:+#&4+)4+.+2:1:-,+.-!
&
);+4+&14+&#125&/-!!+4+2:&:5)+.&=!&/-.1 -'-:-+.6&+1%;&;1,-2>&1&32-=3+&
+!!+%:&=2&.1!+:5&)'122-2>-&'+=)'+&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&=!:+2&4+=3-4+&
1..-.:12%+&:=&)+4!=4#&1%:-,-:-+.&=!&/1-'5&'-,-2>-&);+.+&1%:-,-:-+.&#15&
-2%'3/+&>+::-2>&3)&-2&:;+&#=42-2>6&>+::-2>&-2& +/&1:&2->;:&12/&
+,+45:;-2>&-2& +:/++2-&*==.-2>&12/&%'+12-2>6&)+4.=21'&>4==#-2>6&3.+&
=!&)3 '-%&:412.)=4:1:-=26& 3/>+:-2>6&+2>1>-2>&-2&.=%-1'&1%:-,-:-+.6&
/-!!+4+2:&/15.&:=&%=##32-%1:+&E1''&=!&:;+.+&1%:-,-:-+.&#15&:1.+&#=4+&
:-#+&=4&#15&:1.+&1&/;='+&2+/&/15&=!&/=-2>&:;-2>.-&&
&

@

&>%*,-!+<.*#/$!:-&?4-!0*$1!2*/.3*4*$*-/9! !!89!);+&734+13&=!&03.:-%+&&:1:-.:-%.6&
!-%;1+'&(-&(12/!12/&$4-.1&<144+''6&';-#6&"%:= +4&788D6&6*0&77?F9G6&
H;::);II///-=*)-3./=*->=,I *.I1 .:41%:I%1)/8?J-&
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+';&).$-/!./!>1.#<-!+<-#$/!
&
51-2-2>&12&32/+4.:12/-2>&=!&:;+&-2/-,-/31'& 144-+4.&1&.34,-,=4&/-:;&1&
/-.1 -'-:5&!1%+.&%12&!34:;+4&12&1/,=%1:+$.&32/+4.:12/-2>&=!&.5.:+#-%&
/-.%4-#-21:-=2&12/& -1.-&);-.&32/+4.:12/-2>&/-''&;+')&1/,=%1:+.&-/+2:-!5&
:;+&.=%-1'&%;12>+&+!!=4:.&2++/+/&:=&4+#=,+& 144-+4.&12/&-2%4+1.+&
%=##32-:5&-2,=',+#+2:-&&
&
?/,=%1:-2>&=2& +;1'!&=!&.34,-,=4.&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.&/-''& +>-2&:=&
%;1''+2>+&:;+&1..3#):-=2.&:;1:&1/,=%1:+.&#15&;1,+&1 =3:&:;+-4&4='+.6&
/;+4+&:;+5&1/,=%1:+6&;=/&:;+5&1/,=%1:+6&12/&:;+&=3+.:-=2.&:;+5&1..&
/;+2&.1!+:5&)'122-2>-&%+142-2>&:=&-/+2:-!5&/-.%4-#-21:-=2&12/&=!!+4-2>&
4+#+/-+.&/-''&)4=,-/+&-2/-,-/31'&.34,-,=4.&:;+& +.:&.+4,-%+.&1,1-'1 '+&
12/&%;12>+&1/,=%1:+&/=4.&)41%:-%+.-&G

4

)=&4+,-+/&1//-:-=21'&-2!=4#1:-=2&:=&+2;12%+&)4=>41#&12/&1>+2%5&1%%+..- -'-:56&.++&
"#)%-./*#<!+<-#)"!+))-//*3*4*$"!#&%!:-&?4-!0*$1!2*/.3*4*$*-/5!2&,-/$*)!=*&4-#)-!
+<-#)"!$-4#%+//-//,-#$!&(*'-9&*1:;5&<==>&!=4&:;+&"1.;-2>:=2&&:1:+&*=1'-:-=2&
?>1-2.:&#=#+.:-%&(-='+2%+6&&+1::'+6&"?6&0123145&788@6&///-/.%1/,-=4>I4+.=34%+.-&
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.<69??<8=<=!(9;#6%&
&
K61#+&=!&1>+2%5L&.;1''&/=4.&:=&+2.34+&#+12-2>!3'&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&!=4&
1''&4+%-)-+2:.&=!&.+4,-%+.& 5&/+,+'=)-2>&12/&-#)'+#+2:-2>&1&
%=#)4+;+2.-,+&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&)4=%+..&:;1:&-2%'3/+.&1&412>+&=!&
=):-=2.&!=4&)+=)'+&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&
&
K61#+&=!&1>+2%5L&.;1''& +&1/14+&=!&12/&%=#)'5&/-:;&1''&'+>1'&
4+=3-4+#+2:.&:=&)4=,-/+&1%%+..&12/&.+4,-%+.&:=&)+=)'+&/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&&
&
K61#+&=!&1>+2%5L&.;1''&32/+4.:12/&12/&3.+&:;+&)4-2%-)'+.&=!&32-,+4.1'&
/+.->2&-2&)4=>41#&/+,+'=)#+2:&12/&-#)'+#+2:1:-=2&:=&.3))=4:&.1!+:5&
)'122-2>&)41%:-%+.-&
&
K61#+&=!&1>+2%5L&.;1''&+2.34+&.:1!!&12/&,='32:++4.&4+%+-,+&=2>=-2>&
:41-2-2>&1 =3:& +.:&)41%:-%+.&-2&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.:41:+>-+.&!=4&.34,-,=4.&
/-:;&/-.1 -'-:-+.-&
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.<69??<8=<=!($96<=+$<!!!
"'-#$*#"*#<!3.%%*-%/!$&!.($&#&,"!.#'!/.#-$"!!
&
• );+&1/,=%1:+&.;=3'/&1..&:;+&.34,-,=4&1 =3:&:;+&);5.-%1'&12/&
1::-:3/-21'& 144-+4.&:;1:&14+&1!!+%:-2>&;+4&.1!+:5-&);+&.34,-,=4&
/-:;&1&/-.1 -'-:5&-.&:;+&+,)+4:&=2&/;1:&.1!+:5&:+%;2-=3+.&/-''&/=4.&
+.:&!=4&:;+#-&&
&
•

?/,=%1:+.&.;=3'/&1..&1 =3:&)=..- '+&/-.1 -'-:5&-..3+.&=!&:;+&
1 3.+4&=4&!1#-'5&#+# +4.6&12/&:1'.&/-:;&:;+&.34,-,=4&1 =3:&;=/&
-:&-#)1%:.&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.:41:+>-+.-&

>%.#$*#<!/.#-$"!?4.##*#<!/$%.$-<*-/!
•

";+2&/+,+'=)-2>&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&.:41:+>-+.6&:;+&1/,=%1:+&.;=3'/&
1..&1 =3:&12/&-2%=4)=41:+&:;+&)41%:-%1'&/15.&1&)+4.=2&/-:;&1&
/-.1 -'-:5&.3%%+..!3''5&21,->1:+.& 144-+4.-&

•

?/,=%1:+.&.;=3'/&%=2.-/+4&-2%'3/-2>&.3))=4:&.+4,-%+.&0--+-6&
)+4.=21'&1..-.:12:6&!4-+2/6&/-.1 -'-:5&1/,=%1:+1&:;1:&:;+&.34,-,=4&
/12:.&:=&3.+&-2&:;+&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&)4=%+..-&&

!
'%<.#*(.$*&#.4!/(??&%$!#&%!/.#-$"!?4.##*#<!

&

•

);+&.:1!!-2>&=!&1/,=%1:+.&.;=3'/&)4=,-/+&.3!!-%-+2:&:-#+&:=&
.3))=4:&-2/-,-/31'-<+/&.1!+:5&)'122-2>&!=4&.34,-,=4.&/-:;&
/-.1 -'-:-+.-&&

•

&1!+:5&)'122-2>&#1:+4-1'.&.;=3'/& +&)4+.+2:+/&-2&%'+146&%=2%-.+&
'12>31>+6&/-:;&12&-2:+4)4+:+4&-!&1))'-%1 '+6&12/&#1:+4-1'.&.;=3'/&
+&1,1-'1 '+&-2&1':+421:+&!=4#1:.-&&

•

&1!+:5&)'12.&.;=3'/& +&4+,-+/+/&12/&3)/1:+/&)+4-=/-%1''5&1.&:;+&
.34,-,=4$.&.-:31:-=2&%;12>+.-&

&
$.#-$"!:4.##*#<!:%&)-//!!
&
• ?/,=%1:+.&.;=3'/& +&1/14+&:;+-4&=/2&12/&=:;+4.$&1..3#):-=2.&
1 =3:&1&.34,-,=4$.&1 -'-:-+.&=4&.:4+2>:;.-&&
•

?/,=%1:+.6&/;+2+,+4&)=..- '+6&.;=3'/&/+,+'=)&.1!+:5&)'12.&-2&
)+4.=26&1''=/-2>&!=4&:-#+&:=&32/+4.:12/&%=#)'-%1:+/&%;=-%+.6&/;-'+&
4+.)+%:-2>&:;+&)1%+&=!&%=##32-%1:-=2&12/&2++/.&=!&:;+&.34,-,=4-&&
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&
•

?/,=%1:+.&.;=3'/&3.+&=)+2++2/+/&=3+.:-=2.&12/&'-.:+2&:=&>1:;+4&
:;+&#=.:&-2!=4#1:-=2&)=..- '+&/;+2&/+,+'=)-2>&1&.1!+:5&)'12-&

•

);+&.34,-,=4&#3.:&32/+4.:12/&:;+&.1!+:5&)'12&12/& +&/-''-2>&:=&
3.+&-:-&&

&
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&1#)'+&&1!+:5&''122-2>&M3+.:-=2.&
&
);+.+&=3+.:-=2.&%12& +&-2:+>41:+/&-2:=&5=34&=4>12-<1:-=2$.&+,-.:-2>&
.1!+:5&)'12-&?.&5=3&)4= 1 '5&;1,+&1'4+1/5&+,)+4-+2%+/6&5=3&2+,+4&
.2=/&/;+2&.=#+=2+&/-''&:+''&5=3&:;+5&;1,+&1&/-.1 -'-:5&=4&/+.%4- +&1&
%=2/-:-=2&:;1:&'-#-:.&:;+-4&/1-'5&!32%:-=2-2>-&);+.+&=3+.:-=2.&%=3'/&;+')&
=)+2&3)&1&%=2,+4.1:-=2&:;1:& 3-'/.&:43.:& +:/++2&:;+&.34,-,=4&12/&:;+&
1/,=%1:+-&"-:;&:43.:&%=#+.&1&/-/+4&/-.%3..-=2&1 =3:&1''&:;+&)41%:-%1'6&
-2.:-:3:-=21'&12/&1::-:3/-21'& 144-+4.&1&.34,-,=4&/-:;&1&/-.1 -'-:5&!1%+.-&
7144-+4.&.3%;&1.&.+4,-%+&)4=,-/+4.&/-. +'-+!&=!&/;1:&1&.34,-,=4&-.&:+''-2>&
:;+#>&=4&'1%.&=!&1,1-'1 '+&1%%+..- '+&;=3.-2>&12/&:412.)=4:1:-=2>&
/-!!-%3':-+.&-2&!-2/-2>&+#)'=5#+2:>&=4& +-2>&)+4%+-,+/&1.&A:==&/-!!-%3':&
:=&.+4,+-B&
&
$&,-!/(%;*;&%/!0*44!#&$!(/-!$1-!0&%'!)'*/.3*4*$"*!$&!'-/)%*3-!$1-*%!
1-.4$1!)&#)-%#/!+*#)4('*#<!,-#$.4!1-.4$1!*//(-/,-!+/!"&(!4*/$-#!$&!01.$!
$1-!/(%;*;&%!/."/!.3&($!$1-,/-4;-/9!(/-!$1-*%!0&%'/!&%!$1-*%!0."!&#!
'-/)%*3*#<!$1-*%!)&#)-%#/!01-#!./.*#<!$1-/-!/(-/$*&#/-!
&
"'-#$*#"*#<!.#'!(#'-%/$.#'*#<!3.%%*-%/!
•

#=&5=3&;1,+&125&%=2%+42.&1 =3:&;=/&5=34&/-.1 -'-:5&#->;:&1!!+%:&
5=34&.1!+:5N&

•

#=&:;+&+!!+%:.&=!&5=34&/-.1 -'-:5&%;12>+N&C!&.=6&/;1:&%13.+.&:;+&
%;12>+N&*12&5=3&)4+/-%:&/;+2&%;12>+.&/-''&;1))+2N&<=/&/=+.&-:&
1!!+%:&5=34&.1!+:5N&

•

#=&5=3&;1,+&125&%=2%+42.&1 =3:&3.-2>&OOOOOO&0.5.:+#&'-.+&
%=34:I;=.)-:1'6&4+.=34%+&'-.+&!==/& 12.&=4& 3.&.5.:+#6&=4&.+4,-%+&
'-.+&!-212%-1'&1-/&=4&;=3.-2>&)4=>41#1&-2&OOOOOOO0'=%1'&
%=##32-:51N&

&
"'-#$*#"*#<!.#'!(#'-%/$.#'*#<!.3(/-%0/!)&-%)*;-!$.)$*)/!!
•

<=/&/=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&4+1%:&:=&5=34&/-.1 -'-:5&-2&)4-,1:+N&

•

";1:&/=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&:+''&=:;+4.&1 =3:&5=34&/-.1 -'-:5N&

•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&/=&:;-2>.&:;1:&#1.+&5=34&/-.1 -'-:5&/=4.+N&
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•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&/=&:;-2>.&:;1:&:1.+&1/,12:1>+&=!&5=34&
/-.1 -'-:5N&

•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&/=&:;-2>.&:;1:&:1.+&1/15&5=34&-2/+)+2/+2%+N&

•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&-2:+4!+4+&/-:;&5=34&3.+&=!&+-:+#.&2++/+/&!=4&
.1!+:51N&

•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&4+!3.+&:=&>-,+&5=3&5=34&#+/-%1:-=26&.++)&5=3&
!4=#&:1.-2>&5=34&#+/-%1:-=2&=4&>-,+2&5=3&:==&#3%;&=4&:==&'-::'+&
#+/-%1:-=2N&

•

";1:&-.&5=34&1 3.+4$.&-2,=',+#+2:&/-:;&0)+4.=21'&1..-.:12:&=4&
=:;+4&/-.1 -'-:5&.3))=4:&.+4,-%+1N

•

C!&5=3&/+)+2/&=2&%14+>-,+4.6&/=+.&5=34&%14+>-,+4&3.+&5=34&2++/&
!=4&1..-.:12%+&:=&.++)&%=2:4='&=,+4&5=3N&"-''&5=3&2++/&
+#+4>+2%5& 1%.+3)&%14+>-,+4.N&

•

#=+.&5=34&1 3.+4&4+.:4-%:&=4&-2:+4!+4+&/-:;&5=34&%=##32-%1:-=2.&
/-:;&=:;+4.&0-2%'3/-2>&4+.:4-%:-2>&3.+&=!&:+%;2='=>5&12/&
-2:+4)4+:+4.1N&

&
"'-#$*#"*#<!.#'!(#'-%/$.#'*#<!$1-!/(%;*;&%0/!/$%-#<$1/9!%-/&(%)-/!.#'!
/(??&%$!
•

";1:&14+&5=34&-/+1.&!=4&/+1'-2>&/-:;&0-/+2:-!-+/& 144-+4&:=&
.+4,-%+1N&

•

C.&:;+4+&125&+=3-)#+2:6&#+/-%1:-=2.6&=4&=:;+4&.-2/.&=!&
:+%;2='=>5&:;1:&;+')&5=3&.:15&.1!+N&&

•

";1:&.3))=4:.&/=&5=3&;1,+&2=/&0--+-6&!4-+2/.6&/-.1 -'-:5&
1/,=%1:+.6&4+.=34%+.&12/&)'1%+.&:;1:&5=3&!++'&%=#!=4:1 '+&/-:;&
12/&>+:&/;1:&5=3&2++/1N&?2/6&/;1:&=:;+4&.3))=4:.&/=3'/&5=3&
'-.+N&
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